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Work Progress Week of 8/26 – 9/1

- Electricians onsite to de-energize temporary abatement circuit panel
- Carpenters onsite to relocate firm construction partitions per logistics plan provided by PEC
- Electricians to reinstall temporary lighting
- Continued cleanup and fencing modifications on site to prepare for school opening
- Continued truss shop drawing revisions
Work Projected Week of 9/2 – 9/8

- Site meetings with truss mfr. And crane operator to go over logistics
- Site meetings and finalization of shop drawings for trusses
- Change door hardware on construction partition to be able to lock
- Dust barrier installation on kitchen serving doors and pass-through vents
Northport-East Northport UFSD
Section III – Summary of Manpower

Daily Log Manpower Report

MANPOWER GRAPH

- Harvard Electrical
- Branch Services
- Renu Contracting & Restoration
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